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The perception of complex visual patterns emerges from neuronal 
activity in a cascade of areas in the primate cerebral cortex. Neurons 
in the primary visual cortex (V1) represent information about basic 
image features such as local orientation and spatial scale. Downstream 
areas contain neurons sensitive to more complex properties, especially 
those found in behaviorally relevant, natural images. But sensitivity to 
these naturalistic structures requires transformations of basic visual 
signals, which have been difficult to characterize in computational 
or physiological terms.

The function of V2 has been particularly enigmatic. V2 is the largest 
extrastriate visual cortical area in primates, and its responses depend 
on feedforward input from V1 (refs. 1,2). Neurons in V2 presumably 
combine and elaborate signals from V1 to encode image features that 
V1 does not, but the responses of V2 neurons to most artificial stimuli, 
including gratings, angles, curves, anomalous contours and second-
order patterns, are largely similar to the responses of neurons in V1 
(refs. 3–10). Reliable responses to border ownership and relative bin-
ocular disparity are more prevalent in V2 than in V1 (refs. 11,12), and 
V2 neurons exhibit stronger tuned suppression13, but neither of these 
properties reliably and robustly distinguish V1 and V2 neurons.

We wondered whether the responses of V2 cells might encode 
aspects of natural image structure. A ubiquitous property of natu-
ral images is that they contain orderly structures that create strong 
statistical dependencies across the outputs of filters—similar to the 
responses of V1 cells—tuned to different positions, orientations and 
spatial scales14–16. Dependencies across scale, for example, occur in 
the vicinity of abrupt changes in luminance, and dependencies across 
orientation and position arise from spatially extended contours17,18. 
The character and extent of these dependencies varies for different 
classes of images. Many artificial stimuli lack them; in photographs 
of scenes and objects, they are present but sparse, nonuniform and 

difficult to control. But a subclass of natural images, visual textures, 
contain these dependencies in a form that can be captured parametri-
cally19, and previous psychophysical investigations suggest that V2 
may be the locus for representing them20.

We discovered a distinctive property of V2 cells by measuring their 
responses to controlled naturalistic texture stimuli. We first captured 
the statistical dependencies in natural texture photographs by comput-
ing correlations among the outputs of V1-like filters tuned to different 
positions, orientations and spatial scales. We then generated families 
of homogenous textures containing the same statistical dependencies. 
There was a unique response to these texture stimuli in V2 but not V1, 
in both macaque and human, that reliably predicted perceptual sensi-
tivity to the same stimuli. A large-scale ‘crowd-sourced’ psychophysics 
experiment revealed the statistical dependencies most relevant for 
perception and, by extension, selective responses in V2. Together, 
these findings situate V2 along a cascade of computations that lead to 
the representation of naturally occurring patterns and objects.

RESULTS
Generating naturalistic texture stimuli
For each of several original photographs of visual texture, we trans-
formed samples of Gaussian noise to synthesize new images with the 
statistical properties of the original19,21 (Fig. 1 and Supplementary 
Fig. 1). For each original texture, we generated two sets of stimuli 
using different statistics: spectrally matched noise images and natural-
istic texture images. Spectrally matched noise images were synthesized 
using phase randomization; that is, by computing the Fourier trans-
form, randomizing the phase values and then inverting the Fourier 
transform. This is approximately equivalent to measuring and match-
ing the spatially averaged responses of linear and energy filters (akin 
to V1 simple and complex cells, respectively) selective for different 
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There is no generally accepted account of the function of the second visual cortical area (V2), partly because no simple response 
properties robustly distinguish V2 neurons from those in primary visual cortex (V1). We constructed synthetic stimuli replicating 
the higher-order statistical dependencies found in natural texture images and used them to stimulate macaque V1 and V2 
neurons. Most V2 cells responded more vigorously to these textures than to control stimuli lacking naturalistic structure; V1 cells 
did not. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) measurements in humans revealed differences between V1 and V2 that 
paralleled the neuronal measurements. The ability of human observers to detect naturalistic structure in different types of texture 
was well predicted by the strength of neuronal and fMRI responses in V2 but not in V1. Together, these results reveal a particular 
functional role for V2 in the representation of natural image structure.
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orientations, positions and spatial scales. The resulting synthetic 
images had the same overall orientation and spatial-frequency con-
tent as the original (that is, the same spectral properties) but lacked 
its higher-order statistical dependencies (Fig. 1a). Naturalistic tex-
ture images were generated by also matching correlations between 
filter responses (and their energies) across orientations, positions and 
spatial scales (Fig. 1b). We used an iterative procedure (Fig. 1c) to 
match the spatially averaged filter responses, the correlations between 
filter responses, and the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the 
pixel luminance distribution (‘marginal statistics’). Synthetic images 
matched for these properties contain many complex naturalistic 
structures seen in the original photograph19, readily recognizable by 
human observers22.

We synthesized images based on 15 original texture photographs, 
yielding 15 different ‘texture families’; for each original, we made 
ensembles of self-similar naturalistic texture samples, each different in 
detail but all having identical statistical dependencies and containing 
similar visual properties (Supplementary Fig. 1). Since each of these 
15 texture families was based on a different original photograph, they 
varied in their appearance and in the form and extent of their higher-
order statistical dependencies.

Differentiating V2 from V1 in macaque
We recorded in 13 anesthetized macaque monkeys the responses of 
102 V1 and 103 V2 neurons to a sequence of texture stimuli, presented 
in suitably vignetted 4° patches centered on each neuron’s receptive 
field. The sequence, which was identical for all cells, included 20 rep-
etitions for each of 15 samples of naturalistic and 15 samples of noise 
stimuli from 15 different texture families (9,000 stimuli in total). The 
textures were each presented for 100 ms and were separated by 100 ms 
of a blank gray screen, so the entire sequence lasted 30 min.

V1 neurons responded similarly to both stimulus types, whereas 
V2 neurons often responded more vigorously to naturalistic textures 
than to spectrally matched noise. This distinction between V2 and 
V1 was evident when examining individual responses as a function 
of time from stimulus onset (averaged over all samples of all texture 
families) (Fig. 2a) and when the responses were averaged over the cell 
populations (Fig. 2b). We use the term ‘modulation’ to capture the 
differential responses to textures and noise, and index its magnitude 
by taking the difference of responses divided by the sum (Fig. 2c). The 
average modulation index of neurons in V1 was near zero for most of 
the response time course, except for a modest late positive modula-
tion (Fig. 2c). Neurons in V2 showed a substantial modulation that 
was evident soon after response onset and persisted throughout the 

duration of the response (Fig. 2c). The late modulation in V1 might 
reflect feedback from V2 or other higher areas23.

V2 responses were substantially modulated by naturalistic struc-
ture on average, but the modulation was typically more pronounced 
for some texture families than for others. We examined responses as 
a function of texture family, averaged over all samples. There was a 
consistent trend across the V2 population for some texture families to 
evoke stronger modulation than others, although the most effective 
families varied from cell to cell (Fig. 2d,e). By contrast, all families 
yielded negligible modulation of V1 responses (Fig. 2d,e). In V2, the 
modulation strength across texture families was not significantly cor-
related with the response magnitude (r = 0.42, P = 0.12, correlation 
computed after averaging across cells). An analysis of the distribution 
and ranking of modulation across individual neurons ruled out the 
possibility that modulation in V1 was present but concealed by the 
process of taking means (Supplementary Fig. 2).

Some neurons were more sensitive overall to naturalistic structure 
than others. We computed a modulation index for each neuron, averaged 
over the response duration and over all samples of all texture families 
(Fig. 2f). Significant positive modulation was observed in 15% of V1 
neurons and 63% of V2 neurons (P < 0.05, randomization test for each 
neuron). The difference in modulation between V1 and V2 was signifi-
cant (P < 0.0001, t-test on signed modulation; P < 0.0001, t-test on mod-
ulation magnitude ignoring sign). Results were similar when examining 
firing rates instead of modulation index (Supplementary Fig. 3).

The receptive fields of V2 neurons are larger than those of V1, but 
this distinction did not explain the observed differences in sensitiv-
ity to naturalistic structure (Fig. 3). The stimuli presented to V1 and 
V2 cells were of the same diameter, roughly twice that of a typical V2 
receptive field and four times that of a typical V1 receptive field. There 
was no evidence of a correlation between receptive field size and 
modulation in either visual area (V1, r = 0.13, P = 0.23; V2, r = –0.13,  
P = 0.26, Fig. 3a,b). When we restricted our analysis to subsets of neu-
rons matched for average receptive field size, the difference in modu-
lation index between areas was reduced by only 9% and remained 
significant (P < 0.0001, randomization test).

a b c

d

Figure 1 Analysis and synthesis of naturalistic textures. (a) Original 
texture photographs. (b) Spectrally matched noise images. The original 
texture is analyzed with linear filters and energy filters (akin to V1 simple 
and complex cells, respectively) tuned to different orientations, spatial 
frequencies and spatial positions. Noise images contain the same spatially 
averaged orientation and frequency structure as the original but lack many 
of the more complex features. (c) Naturalistic texture images. Correlations 
are computed by taking products of linear and energy filter responses 
across different orientations, spatial frequencies and positions. Images 
are synthesized to match both the spatially averaged filter responses 
and the spatially averaged correlations between filter responses. The 
resulting texture images contain many more of the naturalistic features 
of the original. More examples in Supplementary Figure 1. (d) Synthesis 
of naturalistic textures begins with Gaussian white noise, and the noise is 
iteratively adjusted using gradient descent until analysis of the synthetic 
image matches analysis of the original (see ref. 19). Initializing with 
different samples of Gaussian noise yields distinct but statistically  
similar images.
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We also made measurements on a subset of cells in which the stim-
uli were confined to each neuron’s classical receptive field. In V1, 
the modulation was near 0 for both classical receptive field–matched 
and large stimuli, though there was a small but significant reduction 
in modulation for the smaller stimuli (P < 0.05, t-test, Fig. 3c). In 
V2, there was a robust but incomplete reduction in modulation for 
the smaller stimuli (P < 0.0001, t-test, Fig. 3d), suggesting that the 
modulation in V2 depended partly, but not entirely, on interactions 
between receptive field center and surround. We found no evidence 
for a relationship in V2 between the modulation and commonly char-
acterized properties of early visual neurons, including surround sup-
pression, orientation tuning bandwidth, preferred spatial frequency, 
spatial frequency tuning bandwidth or parameters of the contrast 

sensitivity function (c50 and exponent) (all correlations P > 0.05). We 
therefore believe that our measurements reveal a hitherto unrecog-
nized dimension of visual processing in macaque V2.

Differentiating V2 from V1 in human
Given the reliable effect of higher-order image statistics on the 
responses of V2 neurons, we wondered if similar effects could be 
observed in humans using fMRI, which can capture large-scale 
 differential responses across visual areas24. We presented alternat-
ing blocks of naturalistic and noise stimuli, one texture family at 
a time, in the near-peripheral visual field while measuring blood-
oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) fMRI responses in visual 
cortex. Subjects performed a demanding task at the center of gaze 

Figure 2 Neuronal responses to naturalistic textures differentiate V2 from V1 in macaques. (a) Time course of firing rate for three single units in V1 
(green) and V2 (blue) to images of naturalistic texture (dark) and spectrally matched noise (light). Thickness of lines indicates s.e.m. across texture 
families. Black bar indicates the presentation of the stimulus; gray bar indicates the presentation of the subsequent stimulus. (b) Time course of firing 
rate averaged across neurons in V1 and V2. Each neuron’s firing rate was normalized by its maximum before averaging. Thickness of lines indicates 
s.e.m. across neurons. (c) Modulation index, computed as the difference between the response to naturalistic and the response to noise, divided by  
their sum. Modulation was computed separately for each neuron and texture family, then averaged across all neurons and families. Thickness of blue 
and green lines indicates s.e.m. across neurons. Thickness of gray shaded region indicates the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the null distribution  
of modulation expected at each time point due to chance. (d) Firing rates for three single units in V1 (green) and V2 (blue) to naturalistic (dark dots) 
and noise (light dots), separately for the 15 texture families. Families are sorted according to the ranking in e. Gray bars connecting points are only  
for visualization of the differential response. Modulation indices (averaged across texture families) are reported in the upper right of each panel. Error 
bars indicate s.e.m. across the 15 samples of each texture family. (e) Diversity in modulation across texture families, averaged across all neurons.  
Error bars indicate s.e.m. across neurons. Gray bar indicates 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the null distribution of modulation expected due to 
chance. (f) Distributions of modulation indices across single neurons in V1 and V2. For each neuron, the modulation index for each texture family was 
computed on firing rates averaged in a 100-ms window following response onset, and modulation was then averaged across families.
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to divert their attention from the peripheral stimulus. Responses 
were visualized on a flattened representation of the occipital lobe, 
and boundaries between V1 and V2 were derived from independent 
retinotopic mapping24,25.

In all three subjects, there were strong differential fMRI responses to 
naturalistic texture throughout V2, with weaker ones in V1 (Fig. 4a). 
We captured differential fMRI responses evoked by naturalistic tex-
ture and noise stimuli with a modulation index analogous to that 
used for single-unit physiology (see Online Methods). Differences 
in modulation between V2 and V1 were significant in each subject 
(Fig. 4b; P < 0.0001, paired t-test comparing responses in V1 and V2 
across the 15 texture families). The much weaker modulation in V1 
was nevertheless significantly greater than 0 in two of three subjects 
(Fig. 4b; P < 0.05). Modulation was also evident in V3 and, to some 
extent, in V4, although it was weaker in higher object-selective areas 
such as the lateral occipital complex. The modulation in V3 and V4 
might be inherited from V2. These results complement the single-cell 
findings by showing that the same response differences were evident 
over all of V2 and were sufficiently robust to manifest at the coarse 
spatial scale of fMRI.

As with the single-cell responses, some texture families elicited more 
robust fMRI modulation in V2 than others (examples in Fig. 4c). We 
compared, across texture families, the fMRI and single-unit modulation 
indices (averaged across neurons). fMRI and electrophysiological 

 measures were significantly correlated in V2 (Fig. 4d; r = 0.55, P < 0.05), 
but this was not evident in V1 (r = 0.30, P = 0.28). We also correlated the 
modulation indices from each individual neuron with the fMRI response 
modulation. Correlations were significantly higher in V2 than in V1  
(P < 0.005, t-test on Z-transformed correlations). The presence and 
diversity of the differential responses to naturalistic textures in V2 were 
thus similar when measured in macaque neurons and human fMRI.

Linking V2 physiology to perception
If this distinctive feature of V2 responses has a perceptual corre-
late, then texture families that evoke larger differential responses 
(Figs. 2 and 4) should be those for which the naturalistic textures 
are more perceptually distinct from spectrally matched noise. To 
test this hypothesis, we built textures with varying degrees of ‘natu-
ralness’ (Fig. 5a) by titrating the inclusion of higher-order correla-
tions in the synthesis process. We measured perceptual sensitivity 
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to naturalness for each texture family using a three-alternative 
forced choice discrimination task (Fig. 5b,c) suitable for studying 
stochastic stimuli such as textures26.

Across 15 texture families, perceptual sensitivity correlated sig-
nificantly with electrophysiological response modulations aver-
aged across neurons in V2 (Fig. 5d; r = 0.62, P < 0.05) but not in V1  
(r = 0.21, P = 0.45), and the correlation was significantly larger for V2 
than V1 (P < 0.0001, t-test on Z-transformed correlations). We also 
found that perceptual sensitivity was significantly correlated with the 
fMRI modulation in V2 (Fig. 5e; r = 0.70, P < 0.005) but not in V1  
(r = 0.40; P = 0.13) and that this correlation was again significantly 
larger for V2 than V1 (P < 0.01, paired t-test on Z-transformed 
 correlations). These relationships suggest a function for V2 in the 
perception of these naturalistic stimuli.

Predicting diversity in neuronal and perceptual sensitivity
The texture families we used varied in the form and extent of their 
statistical dependencies. We wondered which of the many possible 
dependencies were most important for perception and, by extension, 

for evoking responses in V2. Identifying the relevant subset requires 
many stimuli, and making biological measurements—neuronal or 
fMRI—for such an ensemble would be unfeasible. We therefore 
measured perceptual sensitivity for nearly 500 texture families using 
Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk service (http://www.mturk.com/) to 
crowd-source our measurements27 and expand their range 30-fold.  
This approach yielded a total of 300 h of behavioral data from  
thousands of human observers (Fig. 6; see Online Methods). We 
developed analysis procedures to combine data from this large 
number of observers and to evaluate the reliability of the results.
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correct). Error bars indicate s.e.m. (d) Correlation between psychophysical 
sensitivity (reciprocal of the threshold) and single-unit modulation in  
V1 (green) and V2 (blue). Each data point represents a texture family.  
(e) Correlation between psychophysical sensitivity and fMRI modulation. 
Same format as d.
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We related our crowd-sourced measurements to our previous 
results in two ways. First, we confirmed for the original 15 texture 
families (Fig. 5) that perceptual sensitivity measured in the crowd was 
reliably correlated with, albeit lower than, sensitivity measured in the 
laboratory (r = 0.92, P < 0.0001, Fig. 6b). Second, we used the 494 new 
texture families to link the crowd-sourced sensitivity estimates back 
to physiological responses. We selected 20 texture families spanning 
a range of crowd-estimated sensitivities, emphasizing the extremes 
(Fig. 6c). We used images from these families as stimuli in further 
single-unit and fMRI experiments. Both the single-unit modulation in 
V2 (r = 0.74, P < 0.001, 16 cells) and fMRI modulation in V2 (r = 0.77,  
P < 0.0001, 2 subjects) were significantly correlated with crowd-estimated 
sensitivity (Fig. 6d,e), confirming with new stimuli the relationship 
found in our earlier experiments (Fig. 5). In V1, single-unit modulation  
showed no evidence for a correlation with sensitivity (r = –0.25,  
P = 0.33, 11 cells). fMRI modulation in V1 to these new stimuli 
revealed a significant correlation (r = 0.49, P < 0.05). This was weaker 
than the correlation found for V2 and similar to our results using the 
original 15 texture families (Fig. 5e).

The crowd-sourced psychophysical data for the complete ensemble 
of texture families allowed us to identify which statistical depend-
encies of the images explained diversity in perceptual sensitivity 
to naturalistic structure. Recall that our textures were synthesized 

to match correlations among V1-like responses—both linear filter 
responses and energies—at different orientations, positions and 
scales (Fig. 7a,b). Through a combination of principal components 
analysis and multiple linear regression (see Online Methods), we 
used these correlations, along with spectral and marginal statistics, 
to predict more than half of the variance in perceptual sensitiv-
ity (Fig. 7c, R2 = 66%). To ensure that results were not a result of 
overfitting, we confirmed that accuracy was still high (R2 = 60%) 
with tenfold cross-validation. To identify the relative importance of 
different synthesis parameters, we decomposed the total R2 using 
the averaging-over-orderings technique (see Online Methods)28. 
The cross-scale correlations among the energy filter responses 
accounted for the largest share; second and third most impor-
tant were the cross-position and cross-orientation energy-filter  
correlations (Fig. 7d). Correlations among linear filter responses were 
less important. Spectral properties had a small amount of predictive 
power, but this likely reflected how spectra control visibility; for 
example, insensitivity to high spatial frequencies. The contribution 
of marginal statistics (skewness and kurtosis) was negligible, indicat-
ing that perceptual sensitivity is driven by the higher-order correla-
tions rather than basic image properties. Together, these results link 
perceptual sensitivity—and, we infer, neuronal sensitivity in V2—to 
the particular kinds of higher-order statistical dependencies found 
in our naturalistic textures.

DISCUSSION
We have found that naturalistic texture stimuli modulate the responses 
of neurons in area V2, while having only a minimal effect on neurons 
in area V1. These modulations were similar and substantial in both 
anesthetized macaques and awake humans. The diversity of modula-
tion across different texture families predicted the perceptual sali-
ence of their naturalistic structure. We capitalized on this diversity 
to reveal the importance to V2 activity of correlations across scale 
and, to a lesser extent, across position and orientation. The combina-
tion of human and monkey physiology with psychophysics provided 
mutually reinforcing evidence that V2 has a direct functional role in 
representing naturalistic structures.

Previous studies have identified specialized response properties in 
subpopulations of V2 neurons8,9,13, but the differences between V2 
and V1 were usually small3,5–7,10. Some of these may reflect special 
cases of the properties identified here; for example, tuning for angles 
could arise from sensitivity to cross-orientation correlations. The 
attribute that has most robustly distinguished V2 from V1 is ‘border 
ownership’11, which may also depend on the receptive field surround 
in V2 (refs. 18,29). Border ownership signaling, however, may rely 
on attentional feedback30,31, whereas the response pattern we have 
discovered probably does not, as it is evident in both awake humans 
with diverted attention and anesthetized macaques.

Our fMRI measurements robustly differentiated human V2 from 
V1. However, unlike in our single-unit recordings, there was a weak 
but significant correlation between fMRI measurements in V1 and 
perceptual sensitivity (Figs. 5e and 6e). These V1 signals may reflect 
the influence of modulatory feedback23. Such an influence was 
hinted at by the late component of modulation in the V1 single-unit 
response time course (Fig. 2c) and could be more readily evident 
with fMRI32. Establishing a more direct relationship would require 
further study of the late V1 single-unit response, by recording from 
more neurons and thus more reliably measuring the weak signal or 
by means of techniques capable of isolating feedback signals33.

We compared responses to naturalistic texture stimuli with 
responses to spectrally matched noise images, similar to the globally 

Figure 7 Using higher-order correlations to predict perceptual sensitivity. 
(a) Cross-scale, cross-position and cross-orientation correlations are 
computed by taking products of localized V1-like filter responses. Each 
circle represents an image location. Filters at each location are tuned to 
orientation and frequency, and compute either linear or energy responses 
(see b). (b) Linear filters are sensitive to phase, akin to V1 simple cells; 
energy filters compute the square root of the sum of squared responses of 
two phase-shifted filters (in quadrature pair) and are thus insensitive to 
phase, akin to V1 complex cells42. For both filter types, products (as in a)  
are averaged across spatial locations to yield correlations. (c) We used 
multiple linear regression to predict perceptual sensitivity to naturalistic 
textures based on higher-order correlations and other image statistics 
used in texture synthesis. Each data point corresponds to a texture family; 
black dots indicate all texture families used in physiological experiments 
(from Figs. 2e, 5d,e and 6d,e). Black dashed line is the line of equality. 
(d) Wedges indicate the fractional R2 assigned to each group of texture 
synthesis parameters from the regression analysis. See refs. 19,22 for 
example images showing the role of some of these parameters in  
texture synthesis.
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phase-randomized images that have been used previously in fMRI34, 
psychophysics35 and physiology36 experiments. Presentation of 
intact and phase-randomized objects, for example, reveals differ-
ential fMRI responses throughout the human lateral occipital cor-
tex34. But none of these studies reported differences between V1 and 
V2. This may be due to the use of uncontrolled images of natural 
objects or scenes37,38, which obscures the influence of the higher-
order statistical dependencies on which we have focused and instead 
emphasizes responses in downstream object-selective areas. A previ-
ous study of V1 and V2 used natural photographs as stimuli13, but 
this study had different goals and did not relate neuronal responses 
to the particular statistical dependencies considered here. The spa-
tial homogeneity of our stimuli, coupled with a synthesis method 
that enforced a particular set of higher-order statistical dependen-
cies, facilitated robust and specific links between neuronal responses 
in V2, image statistics and perception. Our ability to generate mul-
tiple images from each texture family also facilitated comparisons 
between neurophysiology (averaging across neurons with different 
receptive field locations) and human fMRI39. Synthetic naturalistic 
stimuli like ours thus offer a balance between natural and artificial 
that may prove useful in physiological characterization in other 
sensory domains40.

We used a large-scale, crowd-sourced psychophysical experiment 
to show that particular subsets of higher-order statistical dependen-
cies predicted diversity in perceptual sensitivity—and, by extension, 
neuronal responses in V2. Correlations among energy filter responses 
(akin to V1 complex cells) were more important than among lin-
ear filter responses (akin to V1 simple cells), which is notable given 
that V2 neurons receive input from both simple and complex cells 
(Y. El-Shamayleh, R.F. Kumbhani, N.T. Dhruv & J.A. Movshon, Soc. 
Neurosci. Abstr. 404.3, 2009). The particular computation implied 
by the responses to our stimuli may depend primarily on complex 
cell input. This hypothesis could be further explored by combining 
our stimulus protocol with measures of V1-to-V2 connectivity41. 
Our analysis of crowd-sourced data also revealed the importance of 
dependencies across scale, followed by dependencies across position 
and orientation. Most studies of V2 thus far have emphasized interac-
tions across orientation; for example, by measuring responses to cur-
vature or angles4,5,8,9. These visual elements are salient in man-made 
environments but may play an outsized role in our intuitions about 
how the visual system begins the process of parsing natural scenes. 
Instead, we infer that V2 neurons might be particularly sensitive to 
dependencies across scale, which are equally fundamental to natural 
image structure.

The statistical dependencies in our texture stimuli are readily com-
putable from the responses of V1 neurons. Given our results, it is 
tempting to hypothesize that V2 neurons directly encode correlations 
of their V1 afferents. However, a variety of nonlinear computations, 
similar in function but differing in detail, can effectively capture 
the same information and could enable the sensitivity to naturalis-
tic stimuli that we found in V2. For example, selectivity for differ-
ent kinds of correlations could be achieved by combining squared 
and spatially pooled linear combinations of appropriate V1 inputs, 
analogously to the way ‘motion energy’ computations can express 
the correlations of the Reichardt model42. Such ‘complex cells’ in V2 
would give enhanced responses to stimuli containing higher-order 
correlations, unlike V2 ‘simple cells’, which would linearly combine 
the responses of orientation-tuned filters (refs. 9,13 and B. Vintch,  
J.A. Movshon and E.P. Simoncelli, E.P. Soc. Neurosci. Abstr. 580.4, 
2010). In this framework, the larger receptive field sizes of V2 cells 
would allow them to compute correlations of V1 inputs across distinct 

spatial positions, as well as across different orientations and scales; 
our analyses revealed importance for all three factors (Fig. 7d). 
Individual V2 complex cells could be sensitive only to particular sub-
sets of higher-order correlations, explaining both why some texture 
families were more effective on average (Fig. 2e) and why there was 
a diversity of selectivity across individual neurons (Fig. 2d). The idea 
of a V2 complex cell is conceptually satisfying because it suggests that 
nonlinear computations of identical form reappear at multiple stages 
of the cortical hierarchy43,44, and it could be further explored in V2 
by measuring responses to naturalistic or artificial stimuli containing 
specific higher-order correlations and predicting their responses with 
hierarchical models45,46.

The transformation of visual information as it ascends the corti-
cal hierarchy enables the perception of scenes and objects. A com-
mon view is that early computations encode the primitive elements 
of which scenes are made and that subsequent stages of processing 
assemble these elements into larger and more complex combinations, 
capturing the structural relationships that determine the visual world. 
This constructionist view has stumbled on the problem of V2, whose 
neurons have stubbornly refused to reveal the form of their preferred 
elementary feature combinations3–10. We have found it useful to attack 
this problem with well-controlled texture stimuli that emphasize the 
statistical regularities of natural images, as well as with stimuli con-
taining more conventional visual features. Our findings suggest that 
two fundamental constituents of visual scenes—the specific feature 
combinations that comprise objects and the statistics that define tex-
tures47—may both be represented in V2.

METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.

Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper.
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ONLINE METHODS
Model and synthesis of stimuli. Model. Here we describe aspects of the model 
and stimulus generation common to all experiments. Further details of stimu-
lus presentation for each experimental method are presented separately below. 
Stimuli in all experiments were generated using the texture analysis–synthesis 
procedure described in ref. 19 (code and examples available at http://www.cns.
nyu.edu/~lcv/texture/). We began with an ensemble of diverse natural homog-
enous black and white photographs of visual textures, drawn from both commer-
cial and personal databases. Each original texture photograph served as the basis 
for a texture family. Most of our experiments used 15 texture families, selected 
to vary in the extent to which each texture differed from an image of spectrally 
matched noise. The crowd-sourced psychophysical experiments (Figs. 6 and 7) 
used an additional 479 texture families, selected only to avoid duplicates and 
images with entirely blank regions (for example, sky). For each texture family, 
we computed the model parameters on the original photograph, by processing 
the image with a multi-scale, multi-oriented bank of filters with four orientations 
and four spatial scales. For each filter, we computed the real, linear output and the 
energy (square root of sum of squared quadrature pair outputs). We then com-
puted pairwise products across filter responses at different positions (within each 
orientation and scale), across different orientations and across different scales. All 
of these pairwise products were averaged across the spatial extent of the image, 
yielding correlations. We also computed spectral statistics (average energy within 
each band of the pyramid) and marginal pixel statistics (skew and kurtosis).

Synthesis. After computing the model responses on an original image, we syn-
thesized 15 new samples by initializing 15 different images of Gaussian white 
noise and adjusting each using gradient descent (specifically, gradient projection) 
until it matched the model parameters computed on the original image. Because 
the dimensionality of the image was larger than the number of parameters, this 
process yielded multiple random high-entropy samples that were statistically 
identical in terms of the model parameters. Convergence of all parameter groups 
was monitored and ensured, and the number of synthesis iterations used (50) 
was far more than typically required. For each texture family, we also gener-
ated spectrally matched noise images by randomizing the phase but matching 
the complete two-dimensional power spectra. This procedure yielded nearly 
identical results to iteratively matching the power averaged within each band of 
the multi-scale, multi-oriented filter bank but was preferred for speed of com-
putation. We performed noise synthesis separately on each naturalistic texture 
sample to generate 15 samples. For psychophysical experiments, we generated 
stimuli that spanned a naturalness axis between naturalistic and noise. For each 
texture family, we computed the model parameter vector pnat on the original 
natural photograph and parameters pnoise on a spectrally matched noise image 
and then linearly interpolated the model parameters between the two endpoints, 
p p pinterp nat noise( )1 . For each interpolated parameter vector, we used 
the same synthesis procedure to generate 15 samples. Pilot experiments suggested 
that the distribution of thresholds across texture families was approximately  
normally distributed in the log domain, so we sampled the naturalness axis  
with 10 values of  equally spaced on a logarithmic scale. For laboratory psycho-
physics, we used a range of 0.04!0.8; for crowd-sourced psychophysics, we used 
a range of 0.1!1.0 (see below).

Physiology. Recording. We recorded from 13 anesthetized, paralyzed, adult 
macaque monkeys (2 Macaca nemestrina and 11 M. cynomolgus). Our stand-
ard methods for surgical preparation have been documented previously48. We 
maintained anesthesia with infusion of sufentanil citrate (6–30 g kg!1 h!1) and 
paralysis with infusion of vecuronium bromide (Norcuron; 0.1 mg kg!1 h!1) in 
isotonic dextrose-Normosol solution. We monitored vital signs (heart rate, lung 
pressure, EEG, body temperature, urine volume and specific gravity, and end-
tidal pCO2) and maintained them within physiological ranges. The eyes were pro-
tected with gas-permeable contact lenses and refracted with supplementary lenses 
chosen through direct ophthalmoscopy. At the conclusion of data collection, the 
animal was killed with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital. All experimental 
procedures were conducted in compliance with US National Institutes of Health 
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and with the approval of the 
New York University Animal Welfare Committee. We made a craniotomy and 
durotomy centered approximately 2–4 mm posterior to the lunate sulcus and 
10–16 mm lateral and individually advanced several quartz-platinum-tungsten 

microelectrodes (Thomas Recording) into the brain at an angle 20° from vertical. 
We distinguished V2 from V1 on the basis of depth from the cortical surface and 
changes in the receptive field location of recorded units. In an effort to obtain an 
unbiased sample of single units, we made extracellular recordings in V1 and V2 
from every single unit with a spike waveform that rose sufficiently above noise to 
be isolated, and we fully characterized every unit that demonstrated a measurable 
visually evoked response to gratings or naturalistic texture. Data are reported 
from every unit for which we completed characterization (see below). The recep-
tive fields of most units were between 2° and 5° eccentricity, but our estimates of 
eccentricity were not sufficiently precise to include in analyses.

Visual stimulation. We presented visual stimuli on a gamma-corrected CRT moni-
tor (Eizo T966; mean luminance, 33 cd/m2) at a resolution of 1,280 " 960 with a 
refresh rate of 120 Hz. Stimuli were presented using Expo software on an Apple 
Macintosh computer. For each isolated unit, we first determined its ocular domi-
nance and occluded the non-preferred eye. We used drifting sinusoidal gratings 
to characterize the basic receptive field properties of each unit, including tuning 
for orientation and direction, spatial and temporal frequency, size and contrast. 
We then presented the texture stimuli. We used a set of 15 texture families and 
generated 15 samples for each texture family for a total of 225 images. We also 
presented 15 spectrally matched noise samples of the 15 families. The 450 unique 
images making up our stimulus ensemble were presented in pseudorandom order 
for 100 ms each, separated by 100 ms of mean luminance. Each image was pre-
sented 20 times. Images were presented to every unit at the same scale and at a 
size of 4° in a raised cosine aperture. We chose a 4° aperture to be larger than all 
the receptive fields at the eccentricities from which we typically record. Nearly 
all recorded units had receptive fields smaller than 4°, and the majority were less 
than 2°. For a subset of V1 and V2 neurons, we also presented stimuli in a smaller 
aperture matched to the receptive field size of that unit. The aperture diameter 
was set to be the grating summation field as measured with full contrast drifting 
gratings48. We ran the full texture stimulus ensemble in this aperture, although 
typically with only 5–10 repeats per image.

Analysis. The full stimulus ensemble consisted of 450 images presented 20 times 
each. All analyses were performed after averaging spiking responses across those 
20 repeats and also averaging responses across the 15 samples. Depending on the 
analysis, responses were further averaged across texture family, neurons and/or 
a temporal window. Response time courses were computed by counting spikes 
in a sliding, nonoverlapping 10-ms window. Time courses were always averaged 
across texture families (Fig. 2a,b). For the population average plot (Fig. 2b), 
time courses for each neuron were first normalized by dividing by each neuron’s 
maximum response across all texture families and time points but after averaging 
responses evoked by the 20 repeats of each of the 15 images in the same texture 
family. A modulation index was computed as the difference in firing rate between 
naturalistic and noise divided by the sum. The index was computed separately for 
each texture family. For time course plots (Fig. 2c), modulation was computed in 
10-ms windows. In all other cases, firing rates were first averaged within a 100-ms 
window following response onset, and the modulation index was computed on 
those rates. Response onset was determined by inspection as the time point elicit-
ing a response above baseline; results were nearly identical when using a quantita-
tive criterion based on the s.d. of the response. Finally, modulation indices were 
also averaged across neurons (Fig. 2e) or across texture families (Fig. 2f).

Basic receptive field properties for each neuron—for example, receptive 
field size, surround suppression—were determined offline by using maximum 
likelihood estimation to fit an appropriate parametric form to each tuning 
function. These fits were only obtainable for a subset of neurons (81% in V1, 
74% in V2) owing to incomplete characterization arising from time constraints 
during the experiment.

fMRI. Subjects. Data were acquired from three healthy subjects with normal 
or corrected-to-normal vision (all male; age range, 26–30 years). Two subjects 
were authors. Experiments were conducted with the written consent of each 
subject and in accordance with the safety guidelines for fMRI research, as 
approved by the University Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects  
at New York University. Each subject participated in at least three scanning ses-
sions: one session to obtain a set of high-resolution anatomical volumes, one 
session for standard retinotopic mapping (single wedge angular position and 
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expanding ring eccentricity) and one session to measure differential responses 
to naturalistic and spectrally matched noise stimuli. Two subjects participated in 
an extra scanning session using texture families derived from the crowd-sourced 
psychophysical experiment (described below).

Stimuli. Stimuli were presented using MATLAB (MathWorks) and MGL (avail-
able at http://justingardner.net/mgl/) on an Apple Macintosh computer. Stimuli 
were displayed via an LCD projector (Eiki LC-XG250) onto a back-projection 
screen in the bore of the magnet. Subjects lay supine and viewed the stimuli 
through an angled mirror. All images were presented in a suitably vignetted annu-
lar region (inner radius, 2°; outer radius, 8°). We used textures that approximately 
matched in scale the presentation conditions in the electrophysiological and psy-
chophysical experiments.

Protocol. Blocks of naturalistic and spectrally matched noise stimuli were pre-
sented in alternation. In each 9-s block, a random sequence of images from one 
texture family were presented at 5 Hz. Each run consisted of 20 blocks: 10 natu-
ralistic, 10 noise. Different texture families were presented in separate runs, and 
multiple runs were performed in each session. Subjects performed two runs for 
each texture family. In each session, a separate localizer run was used to define 
retinotopic subregions corresponding to the stimulus region. In each 9-s block 
of the localizer run, a random sequence of both naturalistic and noise stimuli 
were presented within the stimulus annulus or the region complementary to the 
annulus. Each run consisted of 40 blocks: 20 annulus, 20 anti-annulus.

Task. Observers performed a demanding two-back detection task continuously 
throughout each run to maintain a consistent behavioral state, encourage fixation 
and divert attention from the peripheral stimulus. Without attentional control, 
we have reported large and variable attentional signals in visual cortex32. Digits 
(0 to 9) were displayed continuously at fixation, changing every 400 ms. The 
observer used a button press to indicate whether the current digit matched the 
digit from two steps before.

Preprocessing. All preprocessing and analyses were implemented in MATLAB 
using mrTools (http://www.cns.nyu.edu/heegerlab/?page=software). The anatom-
ical volume acquired in each scanning session was aligned to the high-resolution 
anatomical volume of the same subject’s brain, using a robust image registration 
algorithm49. Data from the first half cycle (eight frames) of each functional run 
were discarded to minimize the effect of transient magnetic saturation and allow 
the hemodynamic response to reach steady state. Head movement within and 
across scans was compensated for using standard procedures49. The time series 
from each voxel was high-pass filtered (cutoff, 0.01 Hz) to remove low-frequency 
noise and drift50.

Analysis. We performed two complementary analyses of fMRI responses to alter-
nating blocks of naturalistic texture and noise stimuli, one to visualize responses 
and a second to quantify them for statistical analyses (and for comparisons to 
psychophysics and physiology). First, for each voxel, response time courses were 
averaged across texture families and fit with a sinusoid with period matched to 
the block alternation (9 s). The coherence between the best-fitting sinusoid and 
the average time series was used to assess the statistical reliability of differences in 
cortical activity evoked by naturalistic and noise stimuli, visualized on flattened 
maps of the occipital lobe (Fig. 4a,c).

To quantify responses, we computed an fMRI modulation index, analogous to 
the index used for single unit measurements. We computed the index as the ratio 
of two response amplitudes: the amplitude of differential responses to naturalistic 
versus noise (texture minus noise) and the amplitude of differential responses 
to naturalistic and noise together versus a blank screen (texture plus noise). To 
obtain the numerator (texture minus noise), for each texture family, we averaged 
the time course of each voxel across repeated runs and then projected it onto a 
unit-norm sinusoid having period matched to the stimulus alternation and phase 
given by the responses to the localizer scan (see above). The reference phase 
provided an estimate of the hemodynamic delay and was computed separately 
for each visual area. The amplitude of projection isolated the component of the 
response time course that responded positively and differentially to the naturalis-
tic texture stimuli39. To obtain the denominator (texture plus noise), we projected 
the response time courses from the localizer scan onto a unit-norm sinusoid 

with the same reference phase. The amplitude of this projection captured the 
combined response to texture and noise images together because the localizer 
scan presented both (randomly interleaved) alternating with a blank screen. Both 
response amplitudes (texture minus noise and texture plus noise) were aver-
aged across voxels, and their ratio yielded a modulation index for each visual 
area. fMRI modulation indices were then either averaged across texture families 
(Fig. 4b) or analyzed separately (Figs. 4d, 5e and 6e). Results were qualitatively 
similar (and supported the same conclusions) when this fMRI modulation index 
was replaced by either coherence or the texture-minus-noise response amplitudes 
(without division by texture-plus-noise response amplitudes).

MRI acquisition. MRI data were acquired on a Siemens 3T Allegra head-only 
scanner using a head coil (NM-011; Nova Medical) for transmitting and an 
eight-channel phased array surface coil (NMSC-071; Nova Medical) for receiv-
ing. Functional scans were acquired with gradient recalled echo-planar imag-
ing to measure blood oxygen level–dependent changes in image intensity51. 
Functional imaging was conducted with 24 slices oriented perpendicular to the 
calcarine sulcus and positioned with the most posterior slice at the occipital pole  
(1,500 ms repetition time; 30 ms echo time; 72° flip angle; 2 ! 2 ! 2 mm voxel 
size; 104 ! 80 voxel grid). A T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient 
echo anatomical volume (MPRAGE) was acquired in each scanning session with 
the same slice prescriptions as the functional images (1,530 ms repetition time;  
3.8 ms echo time; 8° flip angle; 1 ! 1 ! 2.5 mm voxel size; 256 ! 160 voxel grid).  
A high-resolution anatomical volume, acquired in a separate session, was the 
average of three MPRAGE scans that were aligned and averaged (2,500 ms repeti-
tion time; 3.93 ms echo time; 8° flip angle; 1 ! 1 ! 1 mm voxel size; 256 ! 256 voxel 
grid). This high-resolution anatomical scan was used both for registration across 
scanning sessions and for gray matter segmentation and cortical flattening.

Defining retinotopic regions of interest. Each subject participated in a standard 
retinotopic mapping experiment, described in detail previously25,52. The data 
were analyzed following standard procedures to identify meridian representations 
corresponding to the borders between retinotopically organized visual areas V1, 
V2, V3 and V4. There is some controversy over the exact definition of human V4 
and the area just anterior to it; we adopted the conventions proposed in ref. 24. 
We used data from an independent localizer scan (see above) to further restrict 
each visual area to only those voxels responding to the stimulus annulus with 
coherence of at least 0.25. Qualitatively similar results were obtained using higher 
or lower thresholds.

Psychophysics (laboratory). Observers. Three observers with normal or cor-
rected-to-normal vision participated in the experiments (all male; age range, 
26–30 years). Protocols for selection of observers and experimental procedures 
were approved by the Human Subjects Committee of New York University. Two 
observers were authors. The other was naive to the purpose of the experiment.

Stimuli. Stimuli were presented on a 41 ! 30 cm flat screen CRT monitor at a dis-
tance of 46 cm. Texture images were presented in vignetted 4° circular patches at 
three locations equidistant from fixation, each 4° eccentricity (one above fixation, 
one to the lower left and one to the lower right). A 0.25 degree fixation square 
was shown throughout the experiment.

Task. Every trial of the three-alternative, forced-choice (3AFC) ‘oddity’ task 
presented three different images in the three patches: two images were spec-
trally matched noise and one was naturalistic, or one was noise and two were 
 naturalistic. The naturalness of the naturalistic texture(s) varied across trials, 
chosen from ten values between 0.04 and 0.8, equally spaced on a log scale.  
If two naturalistic textures were presented on a trial, they had the same level 
of naturalness. Image patches were presented for 600 ms, after which observ-
ers had 1 s to indicate with a keypress which of the three was the odd one out. 
There was no feedback during the experiment. Before the experiment, each 
observer performed a small number of practice trials (~10) with feedback to 
become familiar with the task. Different texture families were run in separate 
blocks. Each observer performed 480 trials in each block; the order of conditions 
and location of the target were appropriately randomized and counterbalanced. 
Blocks were performed in random order for each subject. Data were collected 
from 15 texture families.
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Analysis. For each texture family, we fit the parameters of a Weibull function that 
maximized the likelihood of the psychometric data. The function was param-
eterized with a threshold, slope and lapse rate53. Estimated lapse rates were 
typically very small (mean 0.01, maximum 0.06). Threshold was converted to its 
reciprocal (sensitivity) for all subsequent analyses, and statistics—for example,  
correlations—were computed in the log domain (Figs. 5, 6 and 7).

Psychophysics (crowd-sourced). Observers. Several hundred observers 
(‘Turkers’) were recruited for experiments through Amazon.com’s Mechanical 
Turk website (http://www.mturk.com/). Each was paid $0.40 for approximately 
5 min of their time. Payment was made so long as Turkers completed the task, 
regardless of performance. Demographic data were not collected, but demo-
graphic studies of the Mechanical Turk27 suggest that our sample reflected gender 
and age diversity. Participation was restricted to those Turkers achieving 95% 
approval rating on other Mechanical Turk tasks. Protocols for selection of Turkers 
and experimental procedures were approved by the human subjects committee 
of New York University. All Turkers signed an electronic consent form at the 
beginning of the experiment. We ensured that ten unique Turkers completed 
the task for each texture family, but we did not prevent the same Turkers from 
completing the task for multiple texture families.

Stimuli. We developed a version of our 3AFC task for display in a web browser 
(see example at http://www.jeremyfreeman.net/public/turk/code/?csv=tex-018-
files.csv), using Javascript and HTML. Each trial began with 700-ms blank period, 
followed by a 600-ms stimulus presentation and a second 700-ms blank period. 
As in the laboratory version of the experiment, images were presented in three 
patches equidistant from fixation. A small red fixation dot was shown throughout 
the experiment. After the second blank, three arrows were presented near fixation 
pointing toward the three possible target locations. Turkers were instructed that 
“One image will look different from the other two — your task is to identify it 
by clicking the black arrow that points to it.” There was no other explanation of 
the nature of the stimuli nor the conditions. We were unable to verify or control 
viewing distance, size, eccentricity or presentation time. However, data obtained 
from the crowd and from the lab were comparable (Fig. 6b), suggesting that such 
variations were unimportant, at least with respect to this stimulus and task.

Task. Trial types for the 3AFC task were similar to those in the laboratory experi-
ment, except that naturalness was varied across ten points equally spaced on a 
logarithmic scale between 0.1 and 1.0, instead of 0.04 to 0.8. This range was chosen 
because pilot experiments suggested moderately higher thresholds than in the labo-
ratory data. Each Turker performed 60 trials, and different texture families were run 
separately. There was no feedback during the experiment, but Turkers performed 
6 trials at the beginning with 1.0 naturalness and were told that these initial trials 
would be easier than the others. Data were collected from 494 texture families.

Analysis. Each Turker and texture family yielded a psychometric function, based 
on six trials for each of ten levels of naturalness. Typically, for each texture family, 
a small number of Turkers performed at or near chance at all naturalness levels, 
suggesting that they may not have been performing the task appropriately. If 
data from all Turkers were averaged, the influence of these Turkers would have 
yielded fitted psychometric functions with unreasonably high lapse rates53. As 
an alternative, we described the data using a mixture model, with one common 
psychometric function and an individual lapse rate for each Turker, based on an 
approach developed in a related problem setting54. The analysis inferred the qual-
ity of individual Turkers and appropriately weighted their contribution to esti-
mates of threshold (see Supplementary Modeling for details of fitting). Although 
we consider this approach appropriate for these data, simple averaging of Turker 
responses yielded qualitatively similar results.

Validation of perceptual-neuronal relationship. We used the crowd-sourced sen-
sitivities to validate the relationship between perceptual sensitivity and neuronal 
response as measured both with fMRI and in single units. From the distribution 
of 494 sensitivities, we selected 20 texture families that sampled the range of 
sensitivity, emphasizing the extremes (Fig. 6c) and not including the 15 used 
previously. In two human subjects, we performed another fMRI experiment 
measuring responses to these 20 texture families. In one monkey, we recorded 
responses from 16 single units in V2 and 11 single units in V1 to 17 of the texture 

families (3 of the families were excluded owing to experimental time constraints). 
Experimental procedures and analyses for both fMRI and single-unit experiments 
were otherwise identical to those described above.

Predicting perceptual sensitivity from texture statistics. All naturalistic textures 
were generated by matching an image for a particular set of higher-order image 
statistical parameters derived from an original texture photograph. We used a 
combination of principal components analysis and multiple linear regression to 
relate diversity in these parameters to diversity in perceptual sensitivity—and, by 
extension, neuronal response in V2. We began by computing all parameters for 
each texture family. The parameters were appropriately transformed so that all 
varied linearly in image contrast; for example, by taking the signed square root 
of correlations. Parameters were then Z-scored so that, for each parameter, the 
mean of its value across the images was 0 and the s.d. was 1. We then grouped 
the parameters as follows: (i) marginal statistics (skew and kurtosis), (ii) spec-
tral statistics (average energy in each sub-band), (iii) correlations of linear filter 
responses at neighboring locations, (iv) correlations of linear filter responses 
at neighboring scales, (v) correlations of energy filter responses at neighboring 
orientations, (vi) correlations of energy filter responses at neighboring locations 
and (vii) correlations of energy filter responses at neighboring scales. For each 
group of parameters g, we constructed the 494 ! pg matrix Pg containing the pg 
parameters in that group for the 494 texture families. We then reduced the dimen-
sionality of each group of parameters separately using principal components 
analysis, projecting each parameter matrix into the spaced spanned by the first k 
components, yielding a 494 ! kg matrix P g. We used the k components required 
to capture 70% of the variance in each parameter group (typically between 2 and 
5, at most 10), for a total of 31 components across all groups. Overall predictive 
performance was similar when using only 1 component per parameter group, 
but that would have made it inappropriate to compare the predictive power of 
the different parameter groups (see below).

Having reduced the dimensionality of each parameter group, we obtained a 
combined predictor matrix X, with 494 rows and 31 columns, and used multiple 
linear regression to predict sensitivity to the parameters. We added a column of 
ones to the matrix (to account for a constant offset) and solved for the weights b  
that minimized the squared error

E X|| ||b y 2

where y is a vector of log sensitivities for each of the texture families (as mentioned 
above, we worked in the log domain because log sensitivities were approximately 
normally distributed). We removed from analysis any families for which thresholds 
were estimated as greater than 1.0 or less than 0.0 naturalness (only 4% of families), 
to avoid the influence of outliers arising from unstable threshold estimates.

R2 for the linear model was used to assess prediction accuracy. R2 was com-
puted for the full data set, as well as using tenfold cross-validation. In tenfold 
cross-validation, the model was fit to 9/10 of the data and R2 was evaluated on 
the remaining 1/10, and then R2 was averaged over different splits.

Three complementary procedures were used to assess the relative importance 
of the different parameter groups in predicting sensitivity. When parameter 
groups are correlated, as ours were, there is no objective decomposition of R2, but 
for our primary analysis we used a well-established procedure known as averaging 
over orderings28. For each parameter group, a difference in R2 is computed for 
two models, only one of which contains the group. This differential R2 depends 
on the order in which the different parameter groups are added to the model, as 
well as the size of the model when the group is added, so its value is averaged over 
all possible order permutations and model sizes. The resulting estimates of R2 for 
each parameter group exactly partition the full model’s R2 (Fig. 7).

As a complementary analysis, we assessed the marginal predictive accuracy of 
each parameter group by computing R2 when including each parameter group on its 
own. We also assessed the conditional predictive accuracy of each parameter group 
by computing the difference in R2 for two models containing all parameter groups, 
with or without the group of interest. Both these analyses yielded qualitatively simi-
lar results to the averaging-over-orderings procedure, in particular emphasizing 
the importance of cross-scale dependencies of energy filter responses.

Statistical testing. Except where noted, all statistical tests for differences of fMRI 
and single-unit responses between V1 and V2 (Figs. 2 and 4) or differences in 
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single-unit responses across size conditions (Fig. 3) used two-tailed, unpaired 
t-tests. Relationships among single-unit, fMRI and psychophysical data (Figs. 5 
and 6) and between single-unit modulation and basic response properties were 
tested for significance of correlation using a t-statistic. Sample sizes for statistical 
tests were greater than 50, except for sample sizes of 15 when analyzing the 15 
texture families. There was no evidence of significant deviations from normal-
ity for data subjected to statistical tests that assume normality. As noted above, 
psychophysical sensitivity was expressed on a logarithmic scale because sensitivi-
ties were approximately normally distributed in the log domain. Analyses of the 
significance of modulation for each individual neuron (Fig. 2f) was computed 
using a randomization test: the neuron’s firing rate to each image was randomly 
assigned to either naturalistic or noise and the modulation index computed. This 
procedure was repeated 10,000 times, and we computed the fraction of the result-
ing null distribution that exceeded the measured modulation for that neuron.
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